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"IN A NUTSHELL" - CROSS-CULTURAL COMMUNICATION AT WORK
Better communication and management in culturally diverse workplaces is the aim of a
new training package released today by the Minister Assisting the Prime Minister for
Multicultural Affairs, Senator Nick Bolkus.
Called "In a Nutshell", it includes a video and handbook which will be promoted not
only in Australian workplaces, but also in New Zealand, Canada, the United Kingdom
and the United States.
"The Australian Government has a firm commitment to English as our common
language, and as fundamental to migrants' work and settlement prospects," Senator
Bolkus said. "But at the same time. we encourage both employers and unions to
ensure that we make the most of the wealth of language and cultural skills in a
multicultural workplace. The one in four Australians from a non-English speaking
background represent a great resource that we can turn to our economic and social
advantage.
"At the Global Cultural Diversity Conference in Sydney this year, visitors from around
the world applauded what Australia is doing to maximise the benefits of our culturally
diverse society.
"This package will help workplaces here and overseas address cross-cultural
communication, no matter what industry people are working in. "
The package aims to:
improve interaction between workers from non-English speaking backgrounds
(NESB) and other employees and managers: and between unions and NESB
workers as well as employers;
help respond effectively to changing workplace demands;
provide a useful resource for putting diversity on the agenda in matters such as
enterprise bargaining, competency-based assessment and training, multi-skilling and
recognition of prior learning; and
present management ·of cultural diversity in the workplace as a pro-active strategy
for improving productivity and best practice in using a team approach.
"In A Nutshell" was funded by the Office of Multicultural Affairs and produced by
Open Channel Production Ltd in Melbourne. It can be obtained from Seven
Dimensions Pty Ltd (tel. 03 9826 2277).
CANBERRA OCTOBER 27 1995
Contacts:
Ruth Dewsbury (06) 277 7860; Christine Sykes (OMA) (06) 271 5652

SENATOR NICK BOLKUS
Minister for Immigration and Ethnic Affairs and
Minister Assisting the Prime Minister for Multicultural Affairs

Parliament House
CanberraACT2600
Telephone: (06)2777860
Facsimile: (06) 2734144

Cultural diversity is a reality in workplaces across Australia. The collective
contribution of well-managed, culturally diverse workplaces is critical to the
achievement of Australia's economic objectives; high and sustained growth,
efficiency and competitiveness.
Improved literacy is fundamental to enabling Australia's workforce to benefit
from life-long training and to enhance workplace productivity. Increasingly
we are also recognising that skills in a wide range of languages and cultures
improve Australia's competitiveness in the world market.
With multiculturalism comes fluency in the languages of export markets, an
intimate knowledge of other cultures and consumer preferences and access
to overseas business networks. The cultural and language skills of business
people and workers in our factories, shops and offices can be turned to
economic advantage. This is the concept of Productive Diversity.
If Productive Diversity is to become a reality, it must influence all aspects of
workplace training and management, including those which place a high
premium on communication skills, such as enterprise bargaining and
competency-based assessment.

'In A Nutshell' - Cross-Cultural Communication at Work is an invaluable
package for anyone whose business is workforce training. It shows how the
challenges and opportunities of cultural diversity can be taken up in training
for any aspect of workplace interaction.
'In A Nutshell' - Cross-Cultural Communication at Work training package
is a pro-active strategy for improving productivity and demonstrates best
practice in using a team-based approach: Maximising efficiency and
productivity in the workplace will encourage people to see cultural diversity
as an asset for themselves, their organisation and hence for Australia.

NICK BOLKUS
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How to use this package
This package is designed to
• alert participants to the problems of cross-cultural communication,
• present useful strategies,

• and explore the value of cultural diversity in the workplace.
It is adaptable and open-ended, so it can be used for the widest variety of groups such

as work teams, management seminars, English language and literacy courses, and TAFE.
It can be used in training programs covering

• cross-cultural communication in the workplace,
• meeting procedures,

• industry training needs,
• interpersonal sldtLs,

• management strategies,
• English language and/or literacy training, and
• the development of productive enterprise cultures.

While this package is designed for seminars and training sessions lasting for two to
three hours, it can be used as the basis for a detailed course of up to six sessions.

This workbook is divided into fOllr parts_·

•

Part One explains the basic
concepts.

•

Part Two provides a choice of
preliminary exercises to explore some
of the key issues.

O·

Th.
.ain th.
If lart,cular
WOrK team, a< the 'I1embers leal n to work
as an effective cross· cultural group

Part Three is based on the video .

T~e

p, 'gram is divided into sections by
b-'-< fodes to black which occur at the
end of each meeting scene. Each
meeting scene has a title, which is also
uSI~d in the workbook. You can use
theee breaks to pause the program and
discuss the story as it develops.

Discussion starters follow the story
and refer to specific incidents in
the video.

The meeting scene headings are:
1. An Effective Team

•

Part Four contains more exercises,

2. The One Way Team.

a list of references, and background

3. The Chaotic Team.

handouts about 'Productive Diversity

4. Confusing the Team.

and 'The Importance of Cross-Cultural

5. Skilling the Team .

Communication'.
(ross · (uttural
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Part One
The Basic Concepts
It's not as simple as it seems ...

v
People from non-English speaking

We all tend to assume that communication is a straightforward process. We simply

backgrounds (NESB) who migrated to

talk to each other and understanding flows

Australia often had to learn a complicated

back and forth.

new language as adults. This is very difficult

When communication breaks down

and many people made it as easy as possi-

we generally think we know why. The words

ble by finding jobs which did not require

are unclear, an argument gets in the way,

much English. They learnt enough to get by,

or people are separated by a fundamental

absorbing a vocabulary related to the par-

disagreement.

ticular workplace. It is often called "factory

In fact, communication is a very complex process. We don't notice this because it

English" and it can be very effective in normal everyday life.
However, it is a limited language

usually works pretty well. Mostly, we just
focus on the content, and let the technicali-

which creates problems when enterprises

ties look after themselves, so much so, we

restructure and expect their workers to par-

can be amazed when something goes wrong.

ticipate more fully in their jobs. Factory

Communication is all about conven-

English is often simply inadequate to com-

tions. There are conventions of meaning, in

municate concepts or complicated feelings.

which the sound "dog" means a furry animal.

This is why English language training is

There are conventions of grammar, about

such an important part of workplace reform.

issues like the construction of sentences.

Unfortunately, this limited English

In addition, we have context conven-

often tricks English background speakers

tions, in which we can distinguish between

into thinking that people understand much

requests, suggestions, orders and jokes. And

more than they actually do. NESB employ-

we have social conventions, by which we

ees may be guessing at the meaning of

know what to do in communication: shaking

words and make mistakes. They may use the

hands, apologising, asking questions, paying

obvious. direct meaning, when we intend

attention, waiting to speak; all these are

something more complex. For example

agreed social conventions which make

"Hold it!" can mean "Grab this!", or "Stop

interaction possible.

right now!". We have thousands of these

In this package. participants think

words or phrases used in several very differ-

about communication, and concentrate on

ent ways. And people may simply pretend

two ways in which it breaks down: in ver-

to understand. particularly if ignorance will

ballanguage and in these "social conven-

lead to trouble.

tions". It's a fascinating topic which can
help explain many small mysteries.

F

Each culture has a huge number of cultural conventions, referring to every part of
life. Child rearing, politeness, hospitality,
arguments. talking to parents, making
6
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agreements, buying and selling, marriage,
worship, property, gardens, entertainment,
sport: it's aU run by cultural conventions,
often called ..customs....

These conventions are different between cultures
and cause confusion. What's more, they are
separate from verbal language, and can differ even
when everyone speaks English extremely well.
Most people are aware of this, and we

Misunderstandings are often tied up with
politeness. People from many cultures find
btunt disagreement hard, and may find more
oblique ways of saying "No." Or they may deal
with conflict by agreeing with people more
senior to them. They are not lying: they have
been taught that age brings wisdom.
Offense can create enormous difficulties
in a group. Again, this is often about politeness. The English language has very elaborate

are very careful when we are on other culture's territory. Imagine visiting a different

forms of politeness: "please". "thank you",
"sorry", "how are you today?" and native

religion's place of worship, or having a holiday overseas, or eating dinner with people

speakers may get angry if these are left out.
If you speak English with the 'polite' rules of

who speak another language. We are watch-

some other cultures, you can sound rude and

ful. and careful not to offend. We don't
assume we can be spontaneous, or make
jokes, or rely on unspoken communication.

unreasonable. Get this wrong and people can
become very angry, apparently for no reason.

In a culturally diverse workplace, people from many different cultures will bring
an enormous range of these basic customs.

Offense often occurs across social barriers. Between older and younger, leader and
follower, woman and man, married and
unmarried. It may also involve gestures,

The differences become very important when
people have to work closely together in

jokes and insults. Once people are offended
with each other, the anger can prevent any

teams, where everyone has to be committed
to finding and implementing creative solu-

further communication, and they can retreat

tions to problems.

into cultural stereotyping.
Exclusion occurs when people feel they

There are three areas of communication
breakdown which are created by these clash-

are not listened to, or have no chance to
contribute. It can be a very common prob-

es of unspoken conventions: misunderstanding, offense and exclusion.

lem in work teams. Cultures may have very
different conventions for working together,

Misunderstanding is sometimes called
"getting your wires crossed. ~ Eagerness may

particularly in that fast flowing interchange
of ideas we find in teams. They may see the

seem pushy, waiting may be interpreted as
lack of interest. Anglo-Saxons, for instance,

opportunity to speak in meetings in quite
different ways. So some group members may

often have a very indirect way of communicating disapproval. "I'm not sure about
that" may mean ~ N o. Think again." In other

feel they never have a chance to speak up,

cultures, this can mean "I don't reatly care
either way", or simply, "'I don't know."

while others think they have nothing to say.
This is particularly important because
effective groups work on trust. They are full of
spontaneous ideas and close communication,
in which people feet safe and respected.
Cross-Cultur.t
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Strategies For Cross-Cultural
Communication

able to assist them to have their skills
and qualifications recognised.

Cross-cultural communication is a huge
and fascinating issue, full of surprise and
complexity. Fortunately, the problems are

4. Use Plain English.
This can be harder than you think.

fairly easy to deal with by following a few

Phrases like "take the floor", "put a

basic rules.

motion " and "let it stand" are traps.

Remember that the most baffling and

Complex words like "endorse", "facili -

persistent communication problems come

tate" and "envisage" are hard to under-

from cultural misunderstandings. Lack of

stand. long sentences, ambiguities and

English is more obvious, and does less dam-

double negatives can cause confusion.

age to the underlying dynamics of a group.

Avoid unnecessary jargon and

As always, prevention is better than
cure. This is what you can do to avoid com-

acronyms an d ordinary words with unfamiliar meanings.

munication breakdowns before they occur.
1. Identify the Problem.
Half the solution is to recognise that the

5. Make Sure People are Included.
Monitor people's contributions and notice
if anyone is hanging back. Bring people

problem exists. The cause is not stupidi-

in with specific questions. If necessary,

ty, or sullen resistance, or apathy or

go round the table to get everyone's

covert sabotage. People simply may not

opinion. Reinforce what is said and

understand each other. Recognise the

acknowledge aU contributions.

differing conventions and seemingly

Notice here that aLL
these techniques are
appLicabLe for any
group. Cross-cultura
communication just
makes them more
important.

8
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intractable problems can be solved.

6. Check Understanding.
Notice confusion and clarify issues.

2. Take Responsibility.
In any workplace, team leaders take

Repeat what people have said. Ask them
to say what they have to do. Monitor

responsibility for the human interactions

their understanding, noticing items and

in their area. They monitor communica-

statements which may be unclear.

tion, encourage participation and make the

Develop a sensitivity to body language

process work. Everyone should be aware of

that indicates a lack of understanding.

cross-cultural communication, but the
leader is accountable for its success.

7. Work Outside the Meeting.
Discuss beforehand and supply written

3. Do a Skills Audit.
It is important to get to know your team

material if necessary. You may have to read
the agenda aloud and check understanding.

members, and find out their skills and

Canvass opinion afterwards and bring this

qualifications. Many of these could be

opinion into the next meeting, as a way of

hidden or ignored. Assess their language,

drawing people forwards. Acknowledge

literacy and training needs. You may be

ideas and follow up on proposals.

Stereotyping - A Cautionary Note
These cultural conventions are a hidden but vital part of language.
A person's native language is a key

"Stereotyping" occurs when you assume
that you know about someone because you
know their cultural background. These

part of their mental makeup. But knowing

stereotypes are very crude impressions.

which language they speak does not provide

which usually contain a hidden insult.

any information about their personalities.
In just the same way, cultural back-

Think about the stereotypical "Ocker"
Australian. Does it fit anyone you know?

ground does not tell you about character or

Does it tell you anything important? Or does

someone's value as a person. You can be

it stop you from knowing people properly,

active or quiet, friendly or withdrawn, brave

and create a negative picture?

or timid, generous or mean in any language
and any culture.
Knowing about someone's language and
their cultural conventions helps you to relate
to them. It is particularly useful if communication breaks down, with no obvious cause.
Work closely with them and you will
relate to them as an individual. Here cultur-

Stereotyping is always
destructive. It means you
can't see the person for the
label. Extreme stereotyping
is racist and is not acceptable in our society.

al background is only a small part of your
relationship; it tells you very little about
what you value in the other person.
What is more. any cultural convention
is a generalisation. While most people of a
particular background might behave in a
similar way in a specific situation. there are
always exceptions. We are all individuals.

Cross
-Cuttur.'
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Part Two
Awareness Exercises
These exercises are designed to focus the group on
• the issues of cultural differences
• how they affect communication
• the role of racism .
They are designed for use before running the video.

Optional additional exercises are included in Part four. They will help you to fine-tune
the course for particular groups.

Discussioll Topic:
Misunderstanding

Ask the group1)

How they know when they have been misunderstood. in
a) verbal communication?
b) in non-verbal cultural conventions?

2)

To provide examples from their own experience of cross-cultural misunderstandings
a) how did they know it had happened?

b) was it possible to fix it, and how?

3)

If they come from predominately NESB communities
a) when they first arrived. what confused them most about Australia?
b) where do they notice differences in cultural conventions in their workplace?

Discussion Topic:
Racism

Discuss the meaning of racism, focusing on particular examples which the group has
seen or endured.
1)

What has this got to do with discussions of cultural difference?
Hint: Use the handout "Stereotyping· A Cautionary Note" on page 9.

10
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2.

Tran

3.

Katerina

The Body Language Exercise
Here are three key images from the video. We don't
know what the characters are saying, but the images
still tell us about the characters and the situations.

1.

Yiann;
~---

~~-~

Write down what you think the characters are communicating

Does everyone in the group have the same opinion?

If not, does their cultural background make any difference?

I

Character

What can you tell about this

What is she or

person from the picture?

he saying?

~

I

I

I

I

I

I

Yianni

I

I

I

!

I

I
Tran

I

I
I

I
!

L
I

i

i
I

Katerina

I
I
I

I
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How does he or
she feel?

Part Three
Using The Video
The Synopsis
A few years ago. the team's employers

The video tells the story of Helena,
who is originally from Poland. Now she is a

used a traditional factory system: a

team leader at a factory which manufac-

rigidly hierarchical culture where the

tures auto parts, where 70% of the 800

multicultural workforce was seg regated

people on the shopfloor are from non-

along language lines.

English speaking backgrounds.
The company has restructured around

The story of the video follows Helena
and her colleagues as they move away from

work teams. They focus on solving prob·

this model, and gradually tearn how to func-

lems, and are taking on decisions concern-

tion effectively as a cross-cultural team.

ing productivity, health and safety. mainte-

They discover how to use the basic tech-

nance and improvement of their work area,

niques to allow everyone to contribute and

rostering and staff arrangements, and

be heard. They come to realise the complex-

skilling needs for team members.

ities of communicating with 'factory English:
Empowered by their new communication skills, they deal with the complexities

HeLena, from Poland. who gave up her job
as a schoolteacher to come here with her

of issues such as enterprise bargaining.
training and quality control.

mother to join her brothers.
Jeff, whose parents came from Scotland. He
grew up in a multicultural inner dty suburb.
A childhood specific learning difficulty left
him unable to read and write.
Katerina , a Greek woman, has worked in
this one factory since she arrived 25 years
ago. She has many friends. and her family
is a pillar of their community.
Tran, who escaped from Vietnam and spent
three yea rs in a refugee camp in Malaysia,
where he learnt good written English skills.
Vianni, a Greek man. who was a young
Trade Union official in Greece. and fled from
the Colonel's regime in 1971.

Cross- Cultural
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Exploring The Video

8 0
Meeting One: An Effective Team ...

In the first meeting scene, Helena and
the workgroup are working successfully as a

team. As she says, "Now that was an effective team in action . We are working togeth-

er to solve work problems ourselves",

Meeting Two: The One Way Team

When teams were first introduced,
Helena's group did not know what to do.
Why was this move to work
teams difficult?
Did you have the same problems?

Do you think she is right?
What do you think makes a

successful work team?
How is this different from a famity?

Helena tetls us that the company used to run
"in the traditional way. Workers all did one
job, in the same place and we were called

Jeffs style of presentation was unsuccess·
ful. He ended by saying HI want to put it to
the meeting, will a going over do the trick
or do we ask for a new one altogether, all
those in favour say aye!"
What was wrong with his approach?
Why did the group react badly to

them, no brains, just hands. Most of us didn't

"all those in favour say aye".
What advice would you give the

speak very much English when we arrived in

team leader in this situation?

'hands', and that's just what we were to

Australia but we didn't need that much

English to do our job. That was OK. until we
started to multi-skill and work in teams,"
In your experience, has that been

the case?
In the past, how did your workplace
deal with cultural diversity and
recent migrants from non-English

Helena is responsible for running a problem
solving team.
list the various things she is taking
responsibility for?
What happens if she doesn't take
responsibility?
How can management support her?

speaking backgrounds?
Helena is about to take up the story of her
work team just after it was formed.
What problems would you antiopate?
For more information see
Local Diversity, Global Connections,

Office of Multicultural Affairs.
14
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She is about to try another approach.
What are her options?

'?

Helena says,

~So

1 decided to run our

meetings in a different way, not following
someone else's way. The formal approach
doesn't work, I decided to be totally infor·
mal, no motions to be put, or saying "aye",

"Audit reference check sheet. booster
id label. check visuaL thread dust cover
attached, "
Everyone agrees that the Quality Audit
Sheet doesn't work.

just simple discussions. "

How can you make sure that

She took this approach into the meeting
about product rejects.

communication in the workplace is

What happened and why?

in plain English?
Are there any surprising things

How much did this have to do with

about the use of spoken and written

people's cultural origins?

English in this scene?
What are they?

In this meeting, Helena begins to develop

Why can Tran read better than

techniques to make the group work as a
team. As she puts it, " Over the next

he speaks?
Is Jeff's literacy problem common?

few meetings, I learnt how to make sure

How can workplace training

everyone got a say, and we talked
everything through."

programs deal with these problems?

What are the key strategies she
has developed?

For more information, see the video
'English and the Multicultural Team',

Can you list techniques you would
find useful in this situation?
Clue: See the Strategies for CrossCultural Communication on page 8
For more information, see the videos
'Crosstalk' and 'Working it Out'.

Cross -Cultural
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Meeting Five: Skilling The Team

The team meets to discuss their train-

Meeting Six' Summing up

This program is called "In a Nutshell".

ing needs under enterprise bargaining . This

It is a slang phrase which comes up several

discussion would have been impossible at

times in the video.

the start of the process.

Why do you think this title

How has the group improved?

was chosen?

What difference do these new

Hint: there are several different

strategies make to multi-skilling and

reasons.

Enterprise Bargaining?
Would it be possible without them?

So far, this training package has focussed

What is your experience with

on ways of dealing with cultural diversity.

cultural diversity and workplace

Some advocates would claim that this

reform in your particular enterprise?

diversity is a positive advantage. (This is
discussed in the handout in Part Four, The

Helena and the team have been empowered
to solve problems.

Concept of Productive Diversity).
Do you agree?

How did this occur?

Is cultural diversity an advantage

What are its general benefits?

for Helena's group?
Is it useful for work groups in your

The group members are really experimenting

own enterprise?

with the idea that cultural diversity is a
genuine strength, that there is value in the

For more information, see Best Practice

different approaches and points of view.

in Managing a Culturally Diverse

Do you agree with this idea?

Workplace - A Manager's Manual, Office

Can you take advantage of this in

of Multicultural Affairs.

your own enterprise?
How?
For more information, see Making Skills
Caunt, and New Place, Same Skill, Office of

Multicultural Affairs.
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Part Four - Background
Additional Exercises
Some Discussion Topics

'"

Different cultures ha ....e a vast range of customary behaviour between the sexes.
Discuss the variety in your workplace.
1)

What is acceptable and unacceptable behaviour between sexes for
a) young people
b) colleagues
c) peopLe of different social status

You may find this depends on context, such as at lunch, with the family, in a work meeting ...
2)

How can you make friend s with a person from these backgrounds?

3)

What happens if you are attracted to them?

"

This is useful for groups containing new mi9rants.

Ask them to discuss
1)

The hardest things to understand about Australians from English speaking backgrounds.

2)

New behaviours you had to adopt.

Discuss the ways in which different culturaL groups deal with the word "No".

Discuss the ways in which different cultural groups make coUective decisions. Are they
1) Adversarial?
2)

Based on exhaustive talking and consensus?

3)

Involving both sexes?

4)

Democratic or reatly authoritarian?
The same;n villages, cities and families?

5)

In your experience, how do different cultures deal with politeness? This is often an issue when
people agree or disagree, greet people, apologise, shake hands or bow, or make eye contact.

Cross -CulturOiliI
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The Importance of Cross-Cultural
Communication
Australians come from more than 160

To make this restructured economy

countries, and speak over 100 languages.

work, we need to develop effective commu-

We have the most culturally diverse society

nication skills.

in the world. This diversity is reflected in
the Australian workforce.
Traditionally, our manufacturing

This is partly a function of English language training, and explains why English in
the workplace is an important tool of reform.

enterprises have been structured to

Literacy support is also improving written

minimise dependence on language and

skills, and expanding access to training.

communication skills.
Now the culture and approach of

At the same time, we need to recognise that special skills are required to com-

Australian enterprises is undergoing enor-

municate between cultures in our diverse

mous changes. Market places, products, sec-

workplaces.

tors, manufacturing systems, professions,

These are subtle skills, based on respect

financing procedures - almost everything is

for colleagues and the ability to manage

being fundamentally transformed.

work teams effectively. They can unlock the

We are moving to a knowledge based
economy, oriented to exports, competing on

creativity, commitment and abilities of workers, on which the new approach depends.

the world market and conforming to interna-

For enterprises, it means improved pro-

tional Best Practice. The Clever Country relies

ductivity, flexibility and the ability to utilise

on a highly skilled workforce, co-operating with

training. For workers, it means empowerment:

management, thereby maximising productivity.

to negotiate benefits, to access education, to
develop careers and hence increased rewards.

At the enterprise level, managers need workers who can
solve problems, learn new skills, respond to complex
demands, and take fPC;: n sibilitv.

competitive economy because it enhances

Enterprise bargaining, multi-skilling and train-

tain and effectively utilise the skills, tal-

ing reform are all designed to support the new

ents and creativity of all Australians,

competitive structure.

regardless of background.

For the country as a whole, it means a more
Australia's opportunity to develop, main-

In the new team-based structures, workers are taking responsibility for productivity,

For more information, see the package

quality control, problem-solving and health

'Vidpak: Value in Diversity', Office of

and safety issues. They are sharing ideas and

Multicultural Affairs and MAST.

insights, co-operating to devise change. They
need to be confident to trust each other, to
be able to share visions and understanding.
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The Concept of Productive Diversity
Productive Diversity is the term coined
to describe the economic benefit that can

We are changing very quickly, in every
possible way. We are adapting, learning,

be derived as a direct result of Australia's

finding solutions to problems.

linguistic and cultural diversity.
In the words of Prime Minister Keating:

In a world where every campetWve
advantage must be fully exploited,
Productive Diversity offers a pradical

Diversity is a .ource of
ideas and creotivity. It makes us
inventive an SIlCCI ,sful.
Australia is reaching out to world mar-

resource which no arganisatian,

kets. Export oriented enterprises need to

including Government,

understand the cultures to which they sell.

can afford to ignore.

Australian experts need to work alongside
people from many different cultures. Our

An increasing number of companies are
now capitalising on the linguistic skills,

products must appeal and compete in markets around the world. We have to under-

cultural knowledge and business contacts of

stand other languages, banking systems,

migrant communities and workers to:

legal structures, attitudes to work and ways

• improve productivity
• increase access to export markets

of doing business.

• develop domestic niche markets.
It is almost common sense.

cultural barriers, and we are slowly coming
to realise that our own diversity is a pre-

But in the past. diversity based on

cious resource. For every market we

culture was seen as threatening. We started
by adopting an "assimilationist" model.
which aimed to teach everyone English and
the "Australian Way of

Life~.

Cultural diver-

sity was seen as a problem, to be solved by
abolishing differences.
So we ignored community languages,
and employers were reluctant to accept

Our society must communicate across

already have people who speak the language and understand the way of life. 'In a
nut shell', we have an inside knowledge of
the outside world.
In the world of marketing, of experts,
of highly educated professionals. progressive enterprises are taking up the challenge
of productive diversity.
But at the shop floor level, productive

overseas qualifications. We also assumed
that migrants would simply fit in.

diversity is a challenge and an opportunity

Now, as multicultural Australia is becoming

we have barely begun to investigate.

firmly established, cultural diversity is
being seen as part of our national fabric. At
the same time, we are coming to see it as a
valuable resource.
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